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Review objectives.
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Lightning is a very dramatic natural phenomenon that captures the attention of many 
people. 

A lightning  strike can produce a catastrophic or mortal outcome for the victim, or it 
can leave very little to no residual physical or physiologic effects. 

It is very important to recognize that a lightning strike is both a:
•Medical event
•Traumatic event
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Review basic statistics.
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Discuss the mechanism of lightning strikes. Understanding this also contributes to the 
realization that strikes cannot be predicted (and remind the students that lightning 
can strike the same place more the once – even multiple times).
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A lightning strike is both a serious medical and a traumatic event that can lead to:
•Significant injury 
•Permanent disability
•Sudden death

The central, autonomic, and peripheral nervous systems are extremely sensitive to 
electrical energy that can lead to acute and chronic neurologic disruptions and 
damage.

On arrival at the scene you find four patients who have been struck by lightning. 
Which of the following patient presentations would be the first patient to receive 
priority emergency care? a pulseless and apenic patient
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The initial presenting rhythm immediately following the event is often asystole; 
however, the patient could also present in ventricular fibrillation (rare). 

Eventually, the inherent automaticity property of the cardiac conduction system 
produces electrical impulses and the heart begins to contract after this period of 
asystole. 

However, the respiratory center in the medulla remains shut off as the result of the 
lightning strike. 

Because of the lack of adequate ventilation, the heart begins to become severely 
hypoxic and acidic, resulting in a secondary cardiac arrest from ventricular fibrillation.
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however, the patient could also present in ventricular fibrillation (rare). 

Eventually, the inherent automaticity property of the cardiac conduction system 
produces electrical impulses and the heart begins to contract after this period of 
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A lightning strike patient has a left shoulder dislocation. The injury is most likely cause 
by severe muscular contraction.

Secondary cardiac arrest following a lightning strike is typically cause by myocardial 
ischemia and acidosis from persistent respiratory arrest.

dilated pupils that are nonreactive to light would indicate a possible lightning strike 
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Discuss assessment findings, describing them based off the associated 
pathophysiology.
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Lightning strike patients may require a wide variety of interventions, based on their 
specific pathophysiology; these might range from very minimal emergency medical 
care, such as oxygen therapy, to complete respiratory and cardiac resuscitation. 
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Present case study.
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Although the patient received an indirect hit from the lightning, it could still have 
been a strong enough stike to cause disturbances to the CNS, the autonomic nervous 
system, the sympathetic nervous system, as well as cause cardiac arrest.
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Present case study.
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Discuss case presentation.
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Obviously the patient in cardiac arrest is a high priority patient.

The patient in cardiac arrest will quickly enter in anaerobic metabolism and cause the 
blood to become:
•Very acidic
•Hypoxic
•Hypercapnic

These are all detrimental effects for a successful resuscitation. 
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Discuss case study.
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Discuss case presentation.
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If the AED advised no shock, the patient is likely still in asystole. 

Commonly the only two rhythms following a strike are:
•V-fib
•Asystole

Most likely primary arrest.

Chances for a successful resuscitation are good since:
•You arrived quickly
•You have a previously young and healthy patient 
•The mechanism behind the arrest was a lightning strike
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Discuss case study.
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Discuss case study.
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The pupils are dilated most likely due to the sympathetic dump following the 
lightning strike. They are now sluggish to respond to light because perfusion is now 
just returning the brain and body.

Although the heat from a lightning strike is massive, the duration of the strike is so 
short there is insufficient time for tissues to warm to a point of injury from the heat 
load. Typically the lightning flashes over the body and creates fernlike and linear 
burns to the body.

Although often considered a truamatic event – its medical effects can impair the 
following body systems:
•Central system
•Autonomic system
•Nervous system
•Sympathetic nervous system

It can be traumatic from the burns, or from blunt trauma after being thrown by the 
lightning strike.
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Discuss management.
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Review as appropriate.
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